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Abstract. We study the longstanding problem of semantics for in-put/output (I/O) expressed using side-e�ects. Our vehicle is a smallhigher-order imperative language, with operations for interactive char-acter I/O and based on ML syntax. Unlike previous theories, we presentboth operational and denotational semantics for I/O e�ects. We usea novel labelled transition system that uniformly expresses both ap-plicative and imperative computation. We make a standard de�nitionof bisimilarity and prove it is a congruence using Howe's method.Next, we de�ne a metalogical type theory M in which we may give adenotational semantics to O. M generalises Crole and Pitts' FIX-logicby adding in a parameterised recursive datatype, which is used to modelI/O. M comes equipped both with judgements of equality of expres-sions, and an operational semantics;M itself is given a domain-theoreticsemantics in the category CPPO of cppos (bottom-pointed posets withjoins of !-chains) and Scott continuous functions. We use the CPPO se-mantics to prove that the equational theory is computationally adequatefor the operational semantics using formal approximation relations. Theexistence of such relations uses key ideas from Pitts' recent work.A monadic-style textual translation into M induces a denotational se-mantics on O. Our �nal result justi�es metalogical reasoning: if the de-notations of two O programs are equal in M then the O programs arein fact operationally equivalent.1 MotivationEver since McCarthy referred to the input/output (I/O) operations READ andPRINT in LISP 1.5 [15] as \pseudo-functions," I/O e�ects have been viewedwith suspicion. LISP 1.5 was the original applicative language. Its core could beexplained as applications of functions to arguments, but \pseudo-functions"|which e�ected \an action such as the operation of input-output"|could not.Explaining pseudo-functions that e�ect I/O is not a matter of semantic archae-ology: although lazy functional programmers avoid unrestricted side-e�ects, thisstyle of I/O is pervasive in imperative languages and persists in applicative ones



such as LISP, Scheme and ML. But although both the latter are de�ned formally[17, 25] neither de�nition includes the I/O operations.We address this longstanding but still pertinent problem by supplying bothan operational and a denotational semantics for I/O e�ects. We work with acall-by-value PCF-like language, O, equipped with interactive I/O operationsanalogous to those of LISP 1.5. We can think of O as a tiny higher-order im-perative language, with an applicative syntax making it a fragment of ML. Weadopt CCS-style bisimilarity as the natural operational equivalence on O pro-grams. Our �rst theorem is congruence of bisimilarity, via Howe's method [14],justifying operationally-based equational reasoning about O programs.The denotational semantics is speci�ed in two stages. First, we give a denota-tional semantics to a metalogic M in the category CPPO of cppos and Scottcontinuous functions. Second, we give a formal translation of the types and ex-pressions of O into those of M. M is based on the equational fragment of Croleand Pitts' FIX-logic [5], but contains a single parameterised recursive datatypewhich is used to model computations engaged in I/O, and does not (explic-itly) contain a �xpoint type. Following Plotkin's use of a metalogic to studyobject languages [24] we equip the programs (closed expressions) of M withan operational semantics. Our second theorem shows the `good �t' between thedomain-theoretic semantics of M and its operational semantics: we prove thatthe denotational semantics is sound and adequate with respect to the operationalsemantics.To complete our study, we establish a close relationship between the operationalsemantics of each O program and that of its denotation. Hence we prove ourthird theorem: that if the denotations of two O programs are provably equal inthe metalogic, the programs are in fact operationally equivalent. The proof isby co-induction: we can show that the relation between O programs of equaldenotations is in fact a bisimulation, and hence contained in bisimilarity.We overcame two principal di�culties in this study. First, although it is fairlystraightforward to write down operational semantics rules for side-e�ects, the es-sential problem is to develop a useful operational equivalence. Witness the greatcurrent interest in ML plus concurrency primitives: there are many operationalsemantics [2, 13] but few if any developed notions of operational equivalence.Holmstr�om [13] pioneered a strati�ed approach to mixing applicative and imper-ative features in which a CCS-style labelled transition system for the side-e�ectswas de�ned in terms of a `big-step' natural semantics for the applicative part ofthe language. But Holmstr�om's approach fails for the languages of interest here,in which side-e�ects may be freely mixed with applicative computation. Instead,we solve the problem of �nding a suitable operational equivalence by express-ing both the applicative and the side-e�ecting aspects of O in a single labelledtransition system, a family ( ��!j � 2 Act), of binary relations on O programsindexed by a set of actions, Act . The actions correspond to the atomic obser-vations one can make of an O program. Milner's classical de�nition of (strong)bisimilarity from CCS [16] generates a natural operational equivalence, which



subsumes both Abramsky's applicative bisimulation [1] and the strati�ed equiv-alences suggested by Holmstr�om's semantics [10, 11]. The second main di�cultywas the construction of formal approximation relations in the proof of adequacyforM. Proof of their existence is complicated by the presence in M of a param-eterised recursive type needed to model O computations engaged in I/O. Ourproof makes use of recent work on algebraic completeness by Freyd [9] and Pitts[21].As usual, we identify phrases of syntax up to alpha-conversion, that is, renamingof bound variables. We write � �  to mean that phrases � and  are alpha-convertible. We write �[ =x] for the substitution of phrase  for each variable xfree in phrase �. A context, C, is a phrase of syntax with one or more holes.A hole is written as [ ] and we write C[�] for the outcome of �lling each hole inC with the phrase �. If R is a relation, R+ is its transitive closure, and R� itsreexive and transitive closure.2 The object language OO is a call-by-value version of PCF, including constants for I/O. The types of O,ranged over by � , consist of ground types unit, bool, int and compound types� ->� 0 and � *� 0, with the same intended meanings as in ML. Let Lit , ranged overby `, be the set ftrue; falseg [ f: : : ; -2; -1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g of Boolean and integerliterals, and let Rator , be the set f+; -; *; =; <g of arithmetic operators. Letnotations b (b = tt ;� ), i (i 2 Z) and � (� 2 f+;�;�;=; <g) range over thesets Lit and Rator . Let k range over the set of O constants, equal tof(); fst; snd; �;
; read; writeg [ Lit [Rator :Here is the grammar for O expressions,e ::= k� j x j �x:�: e j e e j (e; e) j if e then e elseewhere x ranges over a countable set of variables. For the sake of simplicity thereis just one user-de�nable constant, �, and we assume a user-supplied declaration.fun �(x:��):� 0� def= e�. The expression 
� is one whose evaluation diverges. Thisis a spartan programming language, but it su�ces to illustrate the semantics ofside-e�ecting I/O.The type assignment judgements are of the form � ` e :� , where the environ-ment, �, is a list of variable-type pairs, x:�1; : : : ; x:�n.The provable judgementsare generated by the usual monomorphic typing rules for this fragment of ML,where � ` k� : � is provable just when k : � is an instance of one of the followingtype schemes.() : unit i : int true; false : bool� : �� -> � 0� 
 : �+; *; - : int * int -> int =; < : int * int -> boolfst : �1 * �2 -> �1 snd : �1 * �2 -> �2read : unit -> int write : int -> unit



We assume that x:�� ` e� : � 0� is provable.The set of programs, ranged over by p and q, is ProgO def= fe j 9� (? ` e : �)g.A value expression, ve , is an expression that is either a variable, a constant(but not 
), a lambda-abstraction or a pair of value expressions. The set ofvalues, ValueO, ranged over by v or u, consists of the value expressions thatare programs. Each program has a unique type, given the type annotations onconstants and lambda-abstractions, though for notational convenience we oftenomit these annotations.Before de�ning the labelled transition system that induces a behavioural equiv-alence on O, we need to de�ne the applicative reductions of O. We de�ne acall-by-value `small-step' reduction relation,! � ProgO�ProgO, by the follow-ing axioms (�x: e) v ! e[v=x] �(i; j)! i� j� v ! e�[v=x] 
! 
fst(u; v)! u snd(u; v)! vif true then p elseq ! p if false thenp else q ! qtogether with the inference rule p! qE [p]! E [q]where E is an experiment, a context speci�ed by the grammarE ::= [ ] p j v [ ] j if [ ] thenp elseq j ([ ]; p) j (v; [ ]):The rules for � and 
 introduce the possibility of non-termination into O. Onecan easily verify that the relation ! is a partial function, and that it preservestypes in the expected way. A communicator is a program ready to engage inI/O, that is, one of the form C[read()] or C[writen], where C is an evaluationcontext, a context made up of zero or more experiments. More precisely, suchcontexts are given by the grammar C = [ ] j E [C]. If we let the set of activeprograms, Active , ranged over by a and b, be the union of the communicatorsand the values, we can easily show that the active programs are the normal formsof !, that is:Lemma1. Active = fp j :9q(p! q)g.Our behavioural equivalence is based on a set of atomic observations, or actions,that may be observed of a program. This set, ranged over by �, is given byAct def= Lit [ ffst; snd;@v j v 2 ValueOg [Msgwhere Msg , a set of messages, represents I/O e�ects. Let Msg , ranged over by�, be Msg def= f?n; !n j n 2 Ng, where ?n represents input of a number n and !noutput of n.



The labelled transition system is a family ( �! � ProgO � ProgO j � 2Act) of relations indexed by actions. It is inductively de�ned by the followingrules ` `! 
 (u; v) fst! u (u; v) snd! vu @v! u v if u v 2 ProgO read() ?n! n writen !n! ()p! p00 p00 �! p0p �! p0 p �! qE [p] �! E [q]:The last rule allows messages|but not arbitrary actions|to be observed as side-e�ects of subterms. Each transition arises from reduction to an active program.Lemma2. p ��! q i� 9a 2 Active (p!� a ��! q).We write p# to mean 9q 2 Active(p !� q). Unless p#, p has no transitions. So
, for instance, has no transitions.We adopt bisimilarity from Milner's CCS [16] as our operational equivalence forO.3 Any program p is the root of a potentially in�nite derivation tree, whosenodes are programs and whose branches are labelled transitions. We regard twoprograms as behaviourally equivalent if they have the same derivation trees. Thelabels on the trees must match exactly, but we completely disregard the syntacticstructure at their nodes.We say a relation S � ProgO � ProgO is a bisimulation i� p S q implies:(1) whenever p ��! p0, there is q0 with q ��! q0 and p0 S q0;(2) whenever q ��! q0, there is p0 with p ��! p0 and p0 S q0.Then bisimilarity, � � ProgO � ProgO, is the union of all bisimulations. It isstandard to prove that bisimilarity is itself a bisimulation, and hence we havewhat amounts to a principle of co-induction:Lemma3. p � q i� there is a bisimulation S with p S q.The main objective of this paper is to give a denotational semantics of O so thatour metalogicMmay be used to establish operational equivalences. Nonetheless,just as in CCS, the availability of co-induction means a great deal can be achievedsimply using operational methods, provided that � is a congruence. This is our�rst main result, which we can be proved via an adaptation of Howe's method;similar proofs can be found elsewhere [10, 12, 14].Theorem1. Bisimilarity is a congruence.3 In PCF-like languages, we often de�ne two programs p and q to be observationallyequivalent i� there is no program context C such that C[p] converges and C[q] diverges,and vice versa. This is inappropriate for our calculus because (unlike in CCS, say)contexts cannot observe the side-e�ects of a program. Any two communicators arecontextually equivalent whether or not they are bisimilar.



3 The metalogicMWe outline a Martin-L�of style type theory which will be used as a metalogic,M,into which O may be translated and reasoned about|it is based on ideas fromthe FIX-Logic [5, 6], though M does not explicitly contain a �xpoint type. The(simple) types of M are given by� ::= X0 j Unit j Bool j Int j � � � j � ! � j �? j U(�)together with a single top-level recursive datatype declarationdatatypeU(X0) = c1 of �1 j � � � j cn of �nin which any type U(�) occurring in the �i is of the form U(X0), and each functiontype in any �i has the form � ! �0? (thus the function types in the body of therecursive type are required to be partial). The use of these types in the modellingof O is essentially standard, but note that the single recursive datatype will beused in Section 4 to model I/O. The collection of (raw) expressions ofM is givenby the grammar in Figure 1.E ::= x (variable)j hi (unit value)j b`c (literal value)j E b�cE (arithmetic)j If E thenE elseE (conditional)j hE;Ei (pair)j SplitE as hx; yi inE (projection)j c(E) (recursive data)j CaseE of c(x)! E j � � � j c(x)! E (case analysis)j �x:�:E (abstraction)j EE (application)j Lift(E) (lifted value)j DropE tox inE (sequential composition)j Recx inE (recursion)Fig. 1. Raw Expressions of the Metalogic M, ranged over by EMost of the syntax of M is standard [6, 7]. The types are either a type vari-able, a unit type, Booleans, integers, products, exponentials, liftings, or a single,parameterised recursive datatype whose body consists of a disjoint sum of in-stances of the latter types. Here, the expressions Lift(E) and DropE1 tox inE2give rise to an instance of (the type theory corresponding to) the lifting compu-tational monad [19]. A closed type � is one in which there are no occurrences of



the type variable X0, and we omit the easy formal de�nition. We de�ne a typeassignment system [4] for M which consists of rules for generating judgementsof the form � ` E:�, called proved expressions, where � is a closed type, andthe environment � is a �nite list x1:�1; : : : ; xn:�n of (variable, closed type)pairs. Most of the rules for generating these judgements are fairly standard [6].We give a few example rules in Figure 2.� ` E1:Bool � ` E2:� � ` E3:�� ` If E1 thenE2 elseE3:� �; x:�? ` E:�?� ` Recx inE:�? � ` E:�i[�=X0]� ` ci(E):U(�)� ` E:U(�) �; x1:�1[�=X0] ` E1:�0 : : : �; xn:�n[�=X0] ` En:�0� ` CaseE of c1(x0)! E1 j : : : j cn(X0)! En :�0Fig. 2. Example Rules for Generating Proved Expressions in MThere is an equational theory for M. A theorem of M takes the form � ` E =E0:� (where necessarily � ` E:� and � ` E0:� are proved expressions). The rulesfor generating the theorems are also fairly standard, and are omitted except forthe example rules which are given in Figure 3. In the case that the environment� is empty, we shall write E:� and E1 = E2:�. The set of M programs oftype � is ProgM� def= fP j 9�(P :�)g and ProgM def= S� ProgM� is the set of Mprograms. Canonical forms V are given by the grammarV ::= hij blc j hE;Eij �x:�:E j Lift(E) j c(E):The set of M values of type � is given by ValueM� def= fV j 9�(V :�)g andValueM def= S� ValueM� is the set of M values.� ` E:�i �; x1:�1 ` E1:� : : : �; xn:�n ` En:�� ` Case ci(E) of c1(x1)! E1 j : : : j cn(xn)! En = Ei[E=xi]:�� ` E:U(�) �; z:U(�) ` E0:�0� ` CaseE of c1(x1) ! E0[c1(x1)=z] j : : : j cn(xn)! E0[cn(xn)=z] = E0[E=z]:�0Fig. 3. Example Rules for the Equational Theory of EFinally, we equip the syntax of M with an operational semantics. This is spec-



i�ed in two ways, �rst in the style of natural semantics `big-step' reductionrelations, and second in `small-step' reduction relations. The former is speci�edvia judgements of the form P + V where + � ProgM � ValueM. The latterreductions take the form P1 ! P2, with P1 and P2 both M programs. We omitmost of the rules for generating the operational semantics, except those associ-ated with recursion and the recursive datatype which appear in Figure 4. Givenany program P , we write P+ to mean that there is a value V for which P+V .As usual for a deterministic language we can prove that P + V i� P !� V .E[Recx inE=x] + VRecx inE + V E + ci(E0) Ei[E0=xi] + VCaseE of c1(x1) ! E1 j : : : j cn(xn)! En + VSplit hE1; E2i as hx; yi inE ! E[E1; E2=x; y]Fig. 4. Examples of the reduction relations for MOur aim is to prove the following theorem.Theorem2.(1) If P 2 ProgM� and P ! P 0, then P 0 2 ProgM� and moreover P = P 0:� is atheorem of M.(2) If P = Lift(P 0):�? is a theorem of M then there exists a value V for whichV 2 ValueM�? and P + V .It is easy to prove the �rst part by rule induction on P ! P 0. A corollary is thatwhenever P + V , P = V :� is a theorem of M.In order to prove the second part, we �rst give a denotational semantics to Min the category CPPO of complete pointed posets (cppos) and Scott continuousfunctions. For us, a cppo is a poset which is complete in the sense of having joinsof all !-chains and pointed in the sense of having a bottom element. Closed typeswill be modelled by cppos, and the proved terms by Scott continuous functions.In order to set up the denotational semantics, we de�ne a set of functors, eachfunctor being of the formF� :CPOop? � CPO? � CPOop? � CPO? ! CPO?(X�; X+; Q�; Q+) 7! F�(X�; X+; Q�; Q+)where CPO? is the category of cppos and strict continuous functions. Thesefunctors are introduced to provide convenient machinery for specifying the se-mantics of types, and for inducing functions which arise when we later provethe existence of certain logical relations. The cppos X� and X+ will model the



parameter type variable X0, with X� modelling negative occurrences of X0 andX+ modelling positive occurrences. The cppos Q� and Q+ will play a role inmodelling the recursive datatype declaration. The reader should also note thatthese functors are on the category of cppos and strict continuous functions|thisis to take advantage of the minimal invariant cppos of Freyd and Pitts [9, 21].The functors are de�ned by clauses such as� FUnit(X�; X+; Q�; Q+) def= 1?,� F�!�0 def= F�(X+; X�; Q+; Q�)! F�0(X�; X+; Q�; Q+),� FU(X0)(X�; X+; Q�; Q+) def= Q+,� FX0 (X�; X+; Q�; Q+) def= X+, and� F (X�; X+; Q�; Q+) def= (�n1 F�i (X�; X+; Q�; Q+))?, (where � denotes acoproduct of cpos, itself a cppo).The remaining clauses are omitted. The de�nition of the semantics of the closedtypes �, written [[�]], are as the reader expects, except possibly for a recursivetype U(�). There is, for each pair (X�; X+) of cppos, a functorCPOop? � CPO? (Q�; Q+) 7! F (X�; X+; Q�; Q+)- CPO?:We can then exhibit a family of cppos (D(X+; X�) j X+; X� 2 CPO?) whichpossess the simultaneous minimal invariant property|see [22]. In particular,there are isomorphisms i:F (X�; X+; D(X�; X+); D(X�; X+)) �= D(X�; X+)in CPO?, and we de�ne [[U(�)]] def= D([[�]]; [[�]]). Given a environment � we de�ne[[�]] to be the cppo which is the product of the denotations of the types appearingin �, and we then specify a continuous function [[� ` E:�]]:[[�]] ! [[�]]. Thede�nition of these semantic functions is quite standard and omitted, but we dogive the meaning of expressions associated with recursive types:� If ej def= [[� ` Ej :�j [�=X0]]]:[[�]] ! [[�j [�=X0]]], and � 2 [[�]], then we shall set[[� ` cj(Ej):U(�)]](�) def= i([inj(ej(�))]) 2 [[U(�)]] where one can show thatthere is an isomorphism i:(�[[�j [�=X0]]])? �= [[U(�)]] and in is the expectedinsertion function into the disjoint sum.� If e def= [[� ` E:U(�)]]:[[�]]! [[U(�)]] andej def= [[�; xj :�j [�=X0] ` Ej :�0]]:[[�]]� [[�j [�=X0]]]! [[�0]];then [[� ` CaseE of c1(x1)! E1 j : : : j cn(xn)! En:�0]](�)def= � ej(�;?) if i�1(e(�)) = ?ej(�; aj) if i�1(e(�)) = [inj(aj)]To prove Theorem 2, we shall show that there is a type indexed family of relations/� � [[�]] � ProgM� satisfying certain conditions. Such formal approximation



relations are fairly standard (see for example [7, 22, 24]) so we simply give theseconditions at lifted and recursive types:e /�? P i� 9d 2 [[�]]:e = lift(d) implies 9P1:P + Lift(P1) and d /� P1,r /U(�) P i� r = ? or 9Pj :P + cj(Pj) and 9dj :r = inj(dj) and dj /�j [�=X0] Pj .We shall need the following lemma:Lemma4. Given such a family of relations, if x1:�1; : : : ; xm:�m ` E:� and(dk /�k Pk j 1 � k � m) then [[� ` E:�]](~d) /� E[~P=~x]:Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of E, which is routine andomitted. utIn particular, it follows from Lemma 4 that [[P :�]] /� P for any P 2 ProgM� . Wecan now complete the proof of Theorem 2. For suppose that P1 = Val(P2):�?.Then by soundness of the semantics we have [[P1:�?]] = lift([[P2:�]]) 6= ? andfrom Lemma 4 we have [[P1:�?]] /�? P1. Hence, from the property of /�? wededuce P1 + Val(P3) for some P3 as required.The existence of the formal approximation relations can be proved by techniqueswhich appear in Plotkin's CSLI notes [24]. However, it is more elegant to adaptPitts' method of admissible actions on relational structures. We give an outlineof the method. Set � def= fP :� j P 2 ProgM� ; � 2 Typeg and for any cppo X putR(X) def=fR 2 P(X ��) j for each P :�; fx j (x; P :�) 2 Rg � X is chain completeg:Write D def= D(1; 1). We then de�ne (monotone) functions, at each closed type�, where F� :R(D)op �R(D)! R(F�(1; 1; D;D)); by inductive clauses such asF�!�0 (R;S) def= f(f; P :� ! �0) j f = ? orP + �x:E0 and 8(d; P1:�) 2 F�(S;R):(f(d); E0[P1=x]:�0) 2 F�0(R;S)g:Using these functions, and lifting the functionF�j (1; 1; D;D) in�! F (1; 1; D;D) �= Dto a (monotone) function R(F�j (1; 1; D;D)) ! R(D) in a similar fashion, wearrive at a (monotone) function 	 :R(D)op�R(D)! R(D); and by symmetrising	 we can take its least �xed point (��; �+) 2 R(D)op � R(D). In fact usingthe minimal invariant property associated with D, we can show �� = �+ (thelengthy proof is omitted due to lack of space). We set/� def= f(d; P ) j (d; P :�) 2 F�(1; 1; D;D)g:



4 The translation of O intoMFollowing Plotkin [24] we induce a denotational semantics on O, via a textualtranslation (�)O of its types and expressions into M. Each O type � is sentto an M type (�)O that models O values of type � . We have (unit)O def= Unit,(bool)O def= Bool, (int)O def= Int and (�1 * �2)O def= (�1)O� (�2)O. Our translationof an O function, (�1 -> �2)O, must model the \pseudo-functions" read andwrite, and so cannot simply be (�1)O ! (�2)O (as of course McCarthy realised)but must be (�1)O ! T(�2)O, where the range is a type of computations [19].If � is an O type, M type T(�)O is to represent the behaviour of O programs oftype � , including divergent programs and communicators as well as values. Usingan idea that dates at least to Plotkin's Pisa notes [23, Chapter 5, Exercise 4],we set T� def= (U(�))? given the following top-level M declaration:datatypeU(X0) = crd of Int! U(X0)?j cwr of Int� U(X0)?j cret of X0We may form programs of type T� using the following de�nitions:Read(E) def= Lift(crd(E))Write(E1; E2) def= Lift(cwr(hE1; E2i))Return(E) def= Lift(cret(E))Roughly speaking, a computation of type T(�)O consists of potentially un-bounded strings of Read's orWrite's terminated with either ? or a Return bearingan element of type (�)O . Hence T(�)O is a suitable semantic domain to modelthe behaviour of arbitrary O programs of type � . It better models the interleav-ing of input and output than early denotational semantics models that passedaround a state containing input and output sequences (see Mosses [18]).O expressions are inductively translated into M expressions following themonadic style pioneered by Moggi [19] and Pitts [20]. The translation is pa-rameterised by a monad (in the type-theoretic sense of Wadler [26]) (T;Val; Let)where Val and Let are M combinators with the following types.Val: � ! T�Let: T� ! (� ! T�0)! T�0:(Strictly, speaking these are type schemes, and Val and Let are type-indexedfamilies of combinators.) The idea behind this monadic translation is that Valand Let correspond to immediate termination and sequential composition re-spectively. We can de�ne Val def= �x:Return(x) and Let has a recursive de�nition



that roughly speaking stitches together the strings of I/O operations denoted byits two arguments,Let def= Fix(�let : �x: Splitx as h�̂o; fi inDrop �̂o to �o inCase �o ofcrd(g)! Read(�x: let hg x; fi)cwr(x)! Splitx as hy; �̂o0i inWrite(y; let h�̂o0; fi)cret(x)! f x)where Fix:(� ! �0?)! (� ! �0?) is a �xpoint combinator de�ned from Rec [10].(Note that let , �o and �̂o and their primed variants are simply M variables.)We simultaneously de�ne the translation (�)O of arbitrary O expressions to Mexpressions, and an auxiliary translation j�jO of O value expressions. Here arethe rules for value expressionsjxjO � xj()jO � hij`jO � b`cj�jO � �x: Splitx as hy; y0i inDrop yb�cy0 to z in Val zjfstjO � �x: Splitx as hy; zi in Val yjsndjO � �x: Splitx as hy; zi in Val zj�jO � Fix(�f� : �x: (e� [f�=�])O) where fun �(x:��):� 0� def= e�j(v; u)jO � hjvjO; jujOij�x:�: ejO � �x:(�)O: (e)OjreadjO � �x:Unit:Read(Val)jwritejO � �x:Int:Write(x;Val hi)and here are the rules for arbitrary expressions, where Letx ( E inE0 is anabbreviation for Let hE; �x:E0i.(ve)O � Return(jve jO) (�)(
)O � Recx inx(if e1 then e2 else e3)O � Letx( (e1)O in If x then (e2)O else (e3)O(ve e0)O � Letx( (e0)O in jve jO x (��)(e e0)O � Let f ( (e)O in Letx( (e0)O in f x((ve ; e0))O � Let y( (e0)O in Valhjve jO; yi (��)((e; e0))O � Letx( (e)O in Let y( (e0)O in Valhx; yiRules marked (�) and (��) take precedence over later rules.Lemma5 (Correspondence).(1) Letx( Return(P ) inE !+ E[P=x]



(2) If �; x:� ` e : � 0 and � ` ve : � then (e)O[jve jO=x] � (e[ve=x])O.(3) If p! q then (p)O !+ (q)O.Proof. (1) is a routine calculation. (2) is by induction on the structure of e andve and (3) by induction on the derivation of p! q. utWithout the prioritised translation rules marked (��), part (3) would fail. Ifp! q we would have (v; p)! (v; q) but not ((v; p))O !+ ((v; q))O. Howeverone can easily show that all the rules are valid up to provable equality in M.Part (3) as proved makes the proof of Lemma 7 particularly simple.Lemma6. If C[writen] and C[read()] are communicators and v is a value,(v)O = Return(jvjO)(C[read()])O = Read(�x:Int: (C[x])O)(C[writen])O = Write(bnc; (C[()])O)are all M theorems.Proof. The �rst equation follows by inspection. Proofs of the other two are byinduction on the number of experiments making up evaluation context C. utLemma7 (Adequacy). p# i� (p)O+.Proof. Use the last two lemmas and Theorem 2.Lemma8. If (a)O = (b)O and a ��! p there is q with b ��! q and (p)O = (q)O.Proof. By a simple case analysis and Lemma 6.Lemma9. Relation S def= f(p; q) j (p)O = (q)Og is a bisimulation.Proof. Suppose that pSq and that p �! p0. By Lemma 2 there is a with p!� aand a �! p0. By Lemma 5 we have (p)O !� (a)O and therefore (p)O = (a)Oby Theorem 2. By transitivity (q)O = (a)O is derivable, so by Theorem 2 andLemma 6 we have (q)O+. Hence q# by Lemma 7, that is, there is b with q !� b.By Lemma 5 and Theorem 2 we have (q)O = (b)O and so (a)O = (b)O bytransitivity. Hence by Lemma 8 there is q0 with b �! q0 and (p0)O = (q0)O.Altogether we have q �! q0 and p0 S q0. A symmetric argument shows that qcan match any action of p, hence S is a bisimulation. utThe soundness of metalogical reasoning follows by co-induction, Lemma 3.Theorem3 (Soundness). (p)O = (q)O implies p � q.5 DiscussionBy consolidating prior work on operational semantics, bisimulation equivalenceand metalogics for denotational semantics, we have presented the most compre-hensive study yet of I/O via side-e�ects. Previous work has treated denotational



or operational semantics in isolation. Our study combines the two to admitproofs of programs based either on direct operational calculations (Theorem 1)or metalogical inference (Theorem 3).Williams and Wimmers' paper [27] is perhaps the only other to consider anequational theory for a strict functional language with what amounts to side-e�ecting I/O, but they do not consider operational semantics. Similarly, thesemantic domains for I/O studied in early work in the Scott-Strachey traditionof denotational semantics [18, 23] were not related to operational semantics.In his CSLI lecture notes, Plotkin [24] showed how Scott-Strachey denotationalsemantics could be reconciled with operational semantics by equipping his meta-language (analogous to our M) with an operational semantics. He showed for agiven object language (analogous to O) that the adequacy proof for the objectlanguage (analogous to Lemma 7) could be factored into an adequacy result forthe metalanguage (analogous to Theorem 2) together with comparatively routinecalculations about the operational semantics. Moggi [19] pioneered a monadicapproach to modularising semantics. In an earlier study [7] we reworked Plotkin'sframework in a monadic setting, for a simple applicative language.We have made two main contributions to Plotkin's framework. First, by adaptingrecent advances in techniques for showing the existence of formal approximationrelations we have a relatively straightforward proof of computational adequacyfor a type theory with a parameterised recursive type. This avoids the direct con-struction of formal approximation relations using the limit/colimit coincidence(see for example [8]). Instead we use the minimal invariant property which char-acterises the (smallest) coincidence. Second, we use the adequacy result for O(Lemma 7) and co-induction to prove the soundness of metalogical reasoningwith respect to operational equivalence (Theorem 3).The idea of using a labelled transition system for a functional language, to-gether with co-inductively de�ned bisimilarity, is perhaps the most importantbut the least familiar in this paper. It appears earlier in Boudol's concurrent -calculus [3], but Boudol does not establish whether bisimilarity on his calculus isa congruence. Abramsky's applicative bisimulation [1] is another co-inductivelyde�ned equivalence on functional languages but based on a `big-step' naturalsemantics. Labelled transitions better express I/O, and hence are preferable tonatural semantics for de�ning languages with I/O.Acknowledgements We thank Simon Gay, Andrew Pitts and Eike Ritter for use-ful discussions. Roy Crole was supported by a Research Fellowship from theEPSRC. Andrew Gordon was funded by the Types BRA. This work was par-tially supported by the CLICS BRA.References1. Samson Abramsky and Luke Ong. Full abstraction in the lazy lambda calculus.Information and Computation 105:159{267, 1993.
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